
Simple accounting
for a complex

world

How to
save money
and control costs. . .

Balance achieved in 7
key areas:

1. Quality balanced with Value

2. Strength balanced with Flair

3. Integration balanced with
Modularity

4. Flexibility balanced with
Sturdiness

5. Cause balanced with Effect

6. Ease of Use balanced with
Comprehensiveness

7. Established Maturity balanced
with Innovation

LogiBooks+ from Genesis V
Your new accounting package balances
excellent value for money with excellence
in design. Easy to install and easy to use,
it will lead you to learning without formal
training. It is AS/400 based for robust
long-term durability, and can integrate
smoothly with your other company systems.

www.logibooks.com
U.S.:  (651) 456-9909
E.U.:  01 625 879938

LogiBooks+

accounting with
flair, accuracy & control



. . . . let LogiBooks+

balance your accounts

  uality balanced with Value
Though LogiBooks+ is designed to be the very
best accounting solution available, we are
certain that you will be surprised by its
competitive pricing policy.&

Provide yourself with an innovative solution
that intelligently balances the many opposing
objectives of good package design, resulting in
a product whose quality is unsurpassed in the
industry. Being AS/400 based, it provides a
company-wide solution NOT restricted to
individual users: LogiBooks+ truly represents
exceptional value for your money.&

Strength balanced with Flair
Take full advantage of the elegant solidity and
robust design architecture of the AS/400
mid-range, and build on it to provide quality
applications that really are Millennium-worthy,
efficient, durable and attractive.&
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  ase of Use balanced with
Comprehensiveness
You will find it easy to install and there is
normally no need for training. Unlike any PC-
based solution, user friendliness goes together
with the predictability, reliability, controls and
recovery needed for a critical business system.
Give yourself a truly current solution to act as a
sound basis for tackling the issues of the next
Millennium.&

Established Maturity balanced
with Innovation
The ideal combination of maturity and innova-
tion. The software is tried, tested and already in
use by demanding users. It incorporates modern
and innovative ideas. A continuous drive for
excellence has evolved a set of design example
application templates into the outstanding
packages you can see today.&

  ntegrated Systems balanced
with Modular Structure
Remove your stress when installing new
systems by using a clean and simple interface
strategy. Allow modules to be installed
individually and implemented incrementally.
Or allow a permanent mix of legacy systems and
LogiBooks+ modules.&

The basic LogiBooks+  modules are the General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable and Accounts
Payable. Others include Purchasing, Sales,
Prospect Management/Marketing Support and
Inventory.&
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“Easy to use, and
proven results.  What
more could you ask for?”

Flexibility balanced with Sturdiness
Allow yourself the same simplicity and
flexibility that was inherent in traditional
manual systems. With foolproof detective
controls and fully audited, simple correction
procedures, LogiBooks+ represents the next
generation of computerized accounting
applications: intuitive flexibility coupled with
first class controls and audit.&

Cause balanced with Effect
Innovative, immediate posting and
consolidation facilities, together with the
outstanding “who, when, why” cross
referencing, lets you see the effect of
transactions immediately, and makes the whole
system easy to understand.&
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Click NOW on:

www.logibooks.com
E-mail: sales@genesisv.com

0(1144)1 625 879 938


